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 .A group is said to have finite special rank F s if all of its finitely generated
subgroups can be generated by s elements. Let G be a locally finite group and
suppose that HrH has finite rank for all subgroups H of G, where H denotesG G
the normal core of H in G. We prove that then G has an abelian normal subgroup
 .whose quotient is of finite rank Theorem 5 . If, in addition, there is a finite
number r bounding all of the ranks of HrH , then G has an abelian subgroupG
 .whose quotient is of finite rank bounded in terms of r only Theorem 4 . These
results are based on analogous theorems on locally finite p-groups, in which case
 .the group G is also abelian-by-finite Theorems 2 and 3 . Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we say that a group has finite rank at most s if all of its
finitely generated subgroups can be generated by s elements. Let G be a
locally finite group and suppose that HrH has finite rank for allG
subgroups H of G, where H denotes the normal core of H in G. WeG
prove that then G has an abelian normal subgroup whose quotient is of
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 .finite rank Theorem 5 . If, in addition, there is a finite number r
bounding all of the ranks of HrH , then G has an abelian subgroupG
 .whose quotient is of finite rank bounded in terms of r only Theorem 4 .
These results are to a great extent based on analogous theorems on locally
finite p-groups, in which case the group G is also abelian-by-finite Theo-
.rems 2 and 3 .
The present paper was inspired by some previous work on groups all of
whose subgroups are finite over their cores; it turns out that it is possible
to replace ``finite'' by ``of finite rank'' both in the hypotheses and in the
statements of many of those results, as well as to use them in the new
context.
 .A group R is said to be a CF-group core-finite if HrH is finite for allR
< <subgroups H of R. If there is a positive integer n such that HrH F nR
 .for all H F R then R is called BCF boundedly core-finite or core-n .
w xThese notions were introduced in 1 where it was shown that a locally
w xfinite CF-group is abelian-by-finite and BCF. In 2 it was shown that a
locally finite core-n group has an abelian subgroup with finite quotient of
 .order bounded in terms of n only n-bounded, for short .
Our first result is as follows. Recall that a group G is a Baer group if
every cyclic subgroup of G is subnormal.
THEOREM 1. Let r be a prime and let G be a Baer p-group. Suppose that
HrH has finite rank for all subgroups H of G. Then G is nilpotent,G
abelian-by-finite, and BCF.
The conclusion of Theorem 1 does not hold if G is merely a locally
nilpotent p-group with the ambient core property, as may be seen by
`considering the wreath product C wr C which is, however, abelian-by-p p
.finite . If there is a bound for the ranks of the sections HrH then thereG
is more that can be said.
THEOREM 2. Let p be a prime and let G be a locally finite p-group.
Suppose that there is a positi¨ e integer r such that HrH has rank at most rG
 .for all subgroups H of G. Then, for some number s r depending on r only, G
has a normal abelian subgroup A such that GrA has finite rank not exceeding
 .s r . Further, G is abelian-by-finite.
w xWe know from 2 that if G is a locally finite p-group with HrH ofG
order at most pa for all subgroups H of G then G has a normal abelian
< < b  .subgroup B such that GrB F p for some a-bounded integer b s b a .
Clearly Theorem 2 is of a similar nature to this result. Reverting now to
the ``unbounded'' case, but remaining with the class of locally finite
p-groups, we have the following result.
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 .THEOREM 3. Let G be a locally finite p-group p a prime and suppose
that HrH has finite rank for all subgroups H of G. Then G is abelian-by-finite.G
Proposition 1.1 states that, for an arbitrary locally nilpotent group G, if
HrH has finite rank for all H F G then G is hypercentral. This is theG
only result presented here that deals with groups that are not necessarily
locally finite; thus several avenues for further investigation suggest them-
selves. Our main results for locally finite groups are as follows; their proofs
use the Schreier conjecture on the solubility of the outer automorphism
groups of finite simple groups.
THEOREM 4. Let G be a locally finite group. Suppose that there is a
positi¨ e integer r such that HrH has rank at most r for all subgroups H of G.G
 .Then, for some number s r depending on r only, G has a normal abelian
 .subgroup A such that GrA has finite rank not exceeding s r .
THEOREM 5. Let G be a locally finite group and suppose that HrH hasG
finite rank for all subgroups H of G. Then
 .  . i G is abelian-by- finite rank , which implies also that G is locally
.soluble -by-finite, and
 .ii there is a positi¨ e integer n such that HrH has rank at most n forG
all subgroups H of G.
In contrast to Theorems 2 and 3 on p-groups, it is easy to see that here
G need not be abelian-by-finite even if HrH has bounded rank for allG
H F G; one need only consider the direct product of finite nonabelian
metacyclic q-groups for infinitely many primes q. It is appropriate to
w xmention a related result of Kim and Rhemtulla 5 , namely, that a ``locally
graded'' CF-group in which HrH is r-generated for all H F G where rG
.is some fixed integer is abelian-by-finite.
For brevity we shall refer to the hypothesis on the quotients HrH ofG
all subgroups H of a group G as the ``core property'' which will either be
 .  . .of finite or even bounded rank or of finite or bounded order . In what
follows, we shall freely use the fact that such a core property is obviously
inherited both by all subgroups of G and by all homomorphic images of G.
Concluding this Introduction, we present the result referred to in the
.previous text on groups that are not necessarily locally finite and then we
use it to prove Theorem 1.
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let G be a locally nilpotent group and suppose that
HrH has finite rank for all H F G. Then G is hypercentral.G
Proof. Let K be the hypercentre of G and suppose that K / G so
 .that, factoring if necessary, we may assume that Z G s 1. Assume first
that G is torsion-free; then G contains a free abelian subgroup B of
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w xinfinite rank 7, Theorem 6.36 , which we may write as the direct product
of infinitely many subgroups B , i s 1, 2, . . . , each of which has infinitei
rank. Replacing each B by its core in G if necessary, we may assume thati
 :each B is normal in G. For each i, let a be a nontrivial cyclic subgroupi i
`  :  .of B and set A s Dr a . Note that because Z G s 1, G has noi is1 i
nontrivial normal subgroups that are finitely generated using, for exam-
w x.ple, 7, Lemma 6.37 . Because ArA has finite rank, there is a nontrivialG
n1 nr  :Gelement c in A ; write c s a ??? a for some r G 1. Then c F A lG 1 r
 .  :B ??? B s a , . . . , a , and we have a contradiction which shows that1 r 1 r
G is not torsion-free. However, finite normal subgroups are likewise trivial,
and a similar argument applied to an infinite elementary abelian p-sub-
 w x .group gives another contradiction. This time we used 7, Theorem 3.32 .
This concludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let G be as stated; then G is hypercentral, by
Proposition 1.1. Now let K be an arbitrary homomorphic image of G and
let C be the subgroup of K generated by all subgroups isomorphic to C `.p
X w xThen CrC is divisible and so, by Theorem 9.23 of 7 , C is divisible and
wabelian. Because K is a Baer group we have C central in K 7, Lemma
x3.13 . If H is an arbitrary subgroup of G then HrH has finite rank andG
w xis therefore a Chernikov group 7, Theorem 3.32 . Thus HrH has aG
divisible subgroup DrH of finite index. By the foregoing argument,G
DrH is central in GrH and hence trivial, so that HrH is finite and GG G G
w xis a CF-group. From the main result of 1 we now have that G is
abelian-by-finite and BCF. Finally, an abelian-by-finite Baer group is easily
seen to be nilpotent, and Theorem 1 is proved.
2. p-GROUPS WITH HrH OF BOUNDED RANKG
Our aim in this section is to prove Theorem 2. We begin with a result
that may be well known, but for which we could not locate a reference.
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a normal abelian subgroup of index ps in a finite
p-group P. Then P has a characteristic abelian subgroup of index at most
ps sq1..
 a < :Proof. Consider B s A a g Aut P which is clearly a characteristic
< < ssubgroup of P. Because B: A F p , one can choose s q 1 elements
 a1 asq 1:a , . . . , a g Aut P, such that B s A , . . . , A . Because each of1 sq1
the Aa i is abelian, the intersection F sq1 Aa i is contained in the centre ofis1
s sq1. <  . <B. The index of this intersection in P is at most p . Hence P:Z B F
s sq1.  .p and Z B is a required characteristic abelian subgroup of P.
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We need two more lemmas.
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that F is a finite p-group of exponent pk and of rank
g  .r. Then the order of F is at most p , for some k, r -bounded number
 .g s g k, r .
Proof. This follows from the theory of powerful p-groups; see, for
w xexample, 6, Proposition 2.6 .
For the remainder of this section, G shall denote an arbitrary p-group
with HrH of rank at most r for all H F G.G
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that G is finite and of exponent pk and that the
X m <  . < f  .deri¨ ed subgroup G has order p . Then G:Z G F p , for some r, k, m -
 .bounded number f s f r, k, m .
Proof. The orders of all factors HrH are at most p g, for someG
 .  .r, k -bounded number g s g r, k , by Lemma 2.2. Therefore, by Theorem
w x u2 of 2 , G has an abelian subgroup A of index at most p for some
 .  . < X < m <  . <r, k -bounded number u s u r, k . Because G s p , we have A:C xA
F pm for all x g G. We can choose a set T of cardinality at most u such
that the image of T generates, the quotient GrA; we have, of course,
 :  .  . < <G s A, T . Then l C x F Z G . Since T F u, the index of thisx g T A
intersection is at most pmu in A and hence at most pmuqu in G. The
result follows.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose that G is a finite p-group such that HrH hasG
rank at most r for all subgroups H of G. Then G is an extension of an abelian
subgroup by a group of r-bounded rank.
Proof. Let A be a normal abelian subgroup of G of maximal possible
order. We claim that GrA has r-bounded rank. To prove this, it suffices to
prove that a maximal abelian normal subgroup MrA of GrA has r-
bounded rank, for GrM embeds in a Sylow p-subgroup of the automor-
phism group of MrA which is known to have rank bounded in terms of the
 w x.  .rank of MrA see, for example, 7, Lemma 7.44 . Let NrA s V MrA ,1
the set of all elements in MrA of order at most p; then NrA is
elementary abelian of the same rank as MrA so that we need only bound
the rank of NrA. Note that N is normal in G.
pSuppose first that p is odd. Because N s NrA has exponent dividing
2 q r .< <p , the core property together with Lemma 2.2 implies that HrH F pN
 . w xfor some r-bounded q r for every H F N. By Theorem 2 of 2 then there
is a normal abelian subgroup BrA p of index at most pu r . in NrA p, for
 .some r-bounded u r . By Lemma 2.1, we may assume B to be characteris-
< < u r .tic in N and hence normal in G. Set A s B l A; then A: A F p too.1 1
< p p < u r .Hence A : A F p since taking pth powers is a homomorphism of an1
abelian group A. Note that A is normal in G.1
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The derived subgroup of BrA p is contained in A prA p and hence has1 1
order at most pu r .. The exponent of BrA p divides p2, since B p F N p F A1
p2  . p p pand hence B F A l B s A . By Lemma 2.3, the center CrA of1 1
p ¨  r .  .BrA has index p , for some r-bounded number ¨ r . Since B is normal1
in G, the full pre-image C is normal in G.
Set P s CA ; note that P is normal in G, since so are both C and A .1 1
 w x.We claim that P is a powerful p-group in the sense of 6 : indeed,
w x w x w x w x p pP , P s CA , CA s C , C C , A F A F P .1 1 1 1
w xThen, by a lemma of Shalev 8 , which allows one to interchange taking
pth powers and commutator subgroups of powerfully embedded subgroups,
w p2 x w p p xwe have P , P s P , P . The subgroup on the right is trivial since
p  . 2P F A. Hence PrZ P has exponent dividing p . Now, for any subgroup
 .H of P, we have H G H l Z P and hence the exponent of HrH is atP P
2 < <most p . By the core property and Lemma 2.2, then the order HrH is atP
t r .  . w xmost p for some r-bounded t r . Applying Theorem 2 of 2 to P, we
obtain a normal abelian subgroup K of index at most pw r . in P, for some
 .r-bounded w r . By Lemma 2.1, we may assume K to be characteristic in
< < m r .P and hence normal in G. It is easy to see that N : K F p , where
 .  .  .  . < <m r s u r q ¨ r q w r . By the choice of A, we must have NrA F
pm r . and the result follows in this case.
For p s 2, we simply take A4 and A4 instead of A p and A p. The same1 1
w x 4argument as in the previous text gives P, P F P , so that P is again
powerful. The rest of the proof then yields a similar conclusion.
Proof of Theorem 2. Because G is locally finite, G is abelian-by- r-
.bounded rank by Proposition 2.4 and the Mal'cev local theorem. Indeed,
the property of a locally finite p-group to have an abelian normal sub-
group with quotient of rank at most s can be written by means of a
 w x.quasi-universal formula in predicate calculus see 4, Section 24 , because
to have rank F s here is equivalent to the fact that all elementary abelian
sections have order at most ps.
It is also possible to give a direct proof without using logical tools. Let B
denote the Baer radical of G, and let HrB denote an arbitrary finite
subgroup of GrB. Then H s FB for some finite subgroup F. By Proposi-
tion 2.4, F has a normal abelian subgroup K such that FrK has r-bounded
rank, and by the core property we may assume that K is normal in G and
hence is contained in B. Thus GrB has r-bounded rank. By Theorem 1, B
is abelian-by-finite, so there is a normal abelian subgroup N and a finite
subgroup U of B such that B s NU. As in the preceding text, U has a
G-invariant abelian subgroup V with UrV of r-bounded rank. Let C s
 .  .C V ; then C F Z VN and NrC is finite and we may write VN s CWN
 .for some finite subgroup W. Because W is abelian-by- bounded rank , so is
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VN. Two further applications of the core property now give that B and
 .hence G is abelian-by- bounded rank .
It remains to show that G is abelian-by-finite. However, this is best dealt
with in the context of the weaker of our two core properties, and so the
proof is deferred until the next section.
3. p-GROUPS WITH HrH OF FINITE RANKG
The proof of Theorem 3 is quite long and is presented here in several
stages. It turns out that the bulk of the work is in showing that the groups
 .under discussion are abelian-by- finite rank ; it is then straightforward to
prove that they are abelian-by-finite. Our first step is to reduce the
problem to a more manageable one.
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a locally finite p-group and suppose that HrH hasG
finite rank for all subgroups H of G. Suppose further that e¨ery subgroup L of
G that has a normal abelian subgroup M with LrM abelian and of exponent p
 .  .is abelian-by- finite rank . Then G is abelian-by- finite rank .
Proof. Let G be as stated and let B denote the Baer radical of G. By
Theorem 1, there is a normal abelian subgroup A of B of finite index pm,
say. Certainly, B p
m 1 G, and so BrA has finite exponent and finite rankG
and is therefore finite, so we may assume that A is normal in G. Let UrB
be an arbitrary elementary abelian subgroup of GrB. Then UrA is
finite-by-abelian and hence nilpotent and so, by Theorem 1, there exists
VrA 1 UrA with VrA abelian and UrV finite. Because VrA is finite-by-
 .exponent p , we may choose V so that VrA has exponent p. By hypothe-
sis, there exists W 1 V with W abelian and VrW of finite rank, and by the
core property we may assume that W is normal in G and hence contained
in B. Because UrV is finite it follows that UrB has finite rank, and so
every abelian subgroup of GrB has finite rank and therefore so has GrB
w x7, Theorem 3.32 . The result now follows from Theorem 1 and an
application of the core property.
Our main concern from now on is with groups G that satisfy the
following hypotheses.
G is a locally finite p-group with HrH of finite rank forG
all H F G and there exists A 1 G with A abelian and ) .
GrA abelian of exponent p.
The two main cases to consider are where A is divisible and where A is
a direct product of cyclic subgroups. Several of the ideas in the following
w xproof are borrowed from 1 .
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 .LEMMA 3.2. Let G be as in ) and let D be a G-in¨ariant di¨ isible
 .subgroup of A. If D has finite rank then GrC D is finite.G
  ..Proof. For each positive integer i, let C s C V D . If D has rank ri G i
 . w xthen each GrC has rank at most r 5r y 1 r2 7, Lemma 7.44 and hencei
bounded order. Because the C form a descending chain, the resulti
follows.
We did not use the core hypothesis in the foregoing argument, but we
certainly require it for our next lemma.
 .LEMMA 3.3. Let G be as in ) and let D be a di¨ isible subgroup of A. If
  ..p is odd then Dr D l Z G has finite rank.
U  < :`Proof. Let D s C C F D, C 1 G, C ( C . Because p is odd, wep
U  . U Uhave D F Z G and, because D is divisible, we may write D s D = E
 .for some divisible subgroup E. Assume for a contradiction that E has
infinite rank and write E s Dr` E where each E is also of infinite rank.is1 i i
For each i there exists V 1 G with V F E and E rV of finite rank. Ifi i i i i
F ( C ` and F g V then we have F V rV ( F , and it follows easily thati p i i i i i i
E s H V for some divisible subgroup H of finite rank which may bei i i i
chosen so that H l V is finite. If D denotes the divisible radical of Vi i i i
then we have D 1 G and E s H D , so we may assume that V isi i i i i
divisible. Again for each i, choose X F V with X ( C `, and set X si i i p
`  .Dr X . Arguing as in the previous text, we may write X s X ??? X Yis1 i 1 r
for some r where Y is divisible and is normal in G and, without loss of
 .  .generality, Y l X ??? X is finite. Possibly r s 0 here, of course. Now1 r
 . `write X ??? X s X ??? X F where F ( C and F F Y. We have1 rq1 1 r p
X G F V l V ??? V F G F V l V ??? V Y l V ??? V .  .  .rq1 rq1 1 r rq1 1 r 1 rq1
F V l V ??? V X ??? X s V l V ??? V X .  .  .rq1 1 r 1 rq1 rq1 1 r rq1
s X .rq1
Thus X 1 G and hence X F DU , a contradiction.rq1 rq1
The case p s 2 is a little trickier.
 .LEMMA 3.4. Let G be as in ) and let D be a di¨ isible subgroup of A. If
p s 2 then there is a subgroup M of finite index in G such that A F M and
  ..Dr D l Z M has finite rank.2
 < 4Proof. Let D l g L be the set of all G-invariant subgroups D of Dl l
X  < X:`with D ( C . Call a subset L of L independent if D l g L sl 2 l
Dr X D .lg L l
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Assume first that L / B and let S be the set of all independent subsets
 4of L. Then S is nonempty because l g S for all l g L. Further, S is
partially ordered by inclusion, and the union of a chain in S is again in S
 .because a subset S of L is independent if and only if every finite subset
of S is independent. By Zorn's Lemma there exists a maximal element T ,
say, of S. Write U s Dr D in this case, or U s 1 if L is empty. Thenlg T l
D s U = E for some subgroup E that contains no G-invariant subgroups
isomorphic to C ` and hence has finite rank, by the same argument as in2
 < 4the Proof of Lemma 3.3. Thus DrU has finite rank. Let V s u g U u s
41 . We claim that there is a subgroup H of finite index in V such that
 w x.every subgroup of H is normal in G, i.e., in the terminology of 1 V is
almost G-hamiltonian. Assuming that this is false, we may use the fact that
U is in the FC-centre of G to construct an infinite direct product W of
finite G-invariant subgroups W of V, each containing an element w ofi i
.  :order exactly 4 with w U G. But WrW has finite rank and is there-i G
fore finite, and a contradiction arises. This establishes the claim.
Now V F HX for some subgroup X that is a direct product of finitely
many G-invariant subgroups each isomorphic to C `. Suppose for now that2
< < < <X s 1 so that V is G-hamiltonian. Let g g G, u, ¨ g V with u s ¨ s 4,
 :  :  : g  y14 g  y14u, ¨ s u = ¨ . Then u g u, u and ¨ g ¨ , ¨ ; however, if
g g y1  . g  :u s u and ¨ s ¨ then we have u¨ f u¨ , a contradiction. Thus,
given g g G, either g centralizes every cyclic direct factor of V or else g
< <  .inverts every one of them. Hence G: L F 2 where L s C V . Because LG
centralizes V it centralizes U. In the general case we have a subgroup L of
w x  .index at most 2 in G with U, L F X. Write M s C X ; then A F ML
w xand LrM is finite, by Lemma 3.2. Because U, M, M s 1 we thus have
 .U F Z M . The result follows.2
 .COROLLARY 3.5. Let G be as in ) . If A is di¨ isible then G is abelian-
by-finite.
  ..Proof. Suppose first that p is odd. By Lemma 3.3, Ar A l Z G is of
finite rank and, of course, divisible. Applying Lemma 3.2 to the group
  ..Gr A l Z G we obtain a normal subgroup C of finite index in G with
w x  .A F C and A, C F A l Z G . Then C is nilpotent and hence, by Theo-
rem 1, abelian-by-finite. Therefore G is abelian-by-finite. Now suppose
 . < <that p s 2 and let M be as in Lemma 3.4 with D s A . Because G: M is
  ..finite we may assume that M s G, so that Ar A l Z G has finite2
rank. The rest of the argument proceeds much as in the foregoing text.
Having dispensed with the case where A is divisible, we now tackle the
case where A is a direct product of cycles. By a theorem of Kulikov, a
subgroup of such a direct product is again a direct product of cycles see,
w x.e.g., 3, Theorem 18.1 .
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 .LEMMA 3.6. Let G be as in ) and let X be a G-in¨ariant subgroup of A
such that
 .i X is contained in the FC-centre of G and
 .ii X is a direct product of cyclic subgroups.
Then X is almost G-hamiltonian.
 :Proof. Assuming the result is false, choose x g X with x U G and1 1
 :Glet X s x , which is finite. Because X is residually finite it contains a1 1
subgroup X U of finite index such that X l X U s 1. Also, X U has finite1 1 1 1
 U .rank modulo its core in G and it follows easily that X r X is finite, so1 1 G
we may assume that X U is normal in G. Thus we may construct a1
subgroup of X that is the direct product of finite G-invariant subgroups
 :X , i s 1, 2, . . . , each of which contains a cyclic subgroup x that is noti i
`  :normal in G. Let W s Dr x and C s W , and write C s X l C foris1 i G i i
 : `each i, so that C - x for all i. Set D s Dr C . We have D 1 G andi i is1 i
WrD is a direct product of cycles but not ``almost GrD-hamiltonian.''
Thus we may as well suppose that D s 1, i.e., X l C s 1 for all i.i
Because WrC has finite rank, C is certainly nontrivial. Let c be a
nontrivial element of C; without loss of generality we may write c s
n1 nr n1  :G x ??? x for some positive integers n where x / 1. Then c F X1 r i 1 1
.  :  n1:G  :G .  :??? X l W s x , . . . , x and x F c X ??? X l X F x ,r 1 r 1 2 r 1 1
 n1:which gives x 1 G and hence contradicts X l C s 1.1 1
 .COROLLARY 3.7. Let G be as in ) and suppose that A is a direct
product of cyclic subgroups. Let X s A l F, where F is the FC-centre of G.
Then ArX has finite rank.
Proof. Assume the result is false, so that ArX has an infinite elemen-
tary p-subgroup BrX. Clearly every G-hamiltonian subgroup of A is
contained in X, and it follows that no subgroup K of B with KXrX
infinite is almost G-hamiltonian. Because B is a direct product of cycles
we may write B s Dr` B , where each B has infinite rank modulo X. Byis1 i i
Lemma 3.6 there is a G-hamiltonian subgroup Y of finite index in X. Let
 .C s B for each i; then B rC has finite rank and so C XrX isi i G i i i
`  :nontrivial and we may choose c g C _ X. Write C s Dr c , andi i is1 i
D s C . Then CrD has finite rank; but C l Y 1 G and so CrD hasG
finite exponent and is therefore finite. This again leads to a contradiction,
and the corollary is established.
We require one more lemma before proceeding to the main part of the
Proof of Theorem 3.
 .LEMMA 3.8. Let G be as in ) and let B be a G-hamiltonian subgroup
of A.
 . n  .i If B has finite exponent p then B F Z G .n
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 .ii If B has infinite exponent then the centralizer of B in G has index at
most 2.
 .Proof. Part i is clear, because every section of B of exponent p is
 . w xcentral in G. Part ii follows from Lemma 3.8 of 1 or, rather, from its
 .proof which does not require that G be a CF-group .
Proof of Theorem 3. Firstly we prove that, with G as stated, G is
 .abelian-by- finite rank . By Lemma 3.1 we may assume that G satisfies
 .) , i.e., there exists A 1 G with A abelian and GrA of exponent p and
abelian. Let B be a basic subgroup of A, and C s B ; then ArB isG
wdivisible, BrC has finite rank and C is a direct product of cycles 3,
xChapter 6 .
Suppose first that C s 1 and let D be the divisible component of A;
 .then ArD is finite and hence GrD is finite-by- exponent p and nilpo-
tent. By Theorem 1, there is an abelian subgroup HrD of finite index in
GrD; we may take HrD to be of exponent p, so that H satisfies the
hypotheses of Corollary 3.5 and is therefore abelian-by-finite. So there is
an abelian subgroup K of finite index in G, and of course D F K. Because
D is the divisible component of K it is a direct factor. In the general case,
therefore, we have a subgroup K of finite index in G with C F K and
KrC abelian and the direct product of a divisible subgroup DrC, with
DrA, and a subgroup LrC of exponent p.
Now write X s F l C, where F is the FC-centre of L. By Corollary 3.7,
CrX has finite rank and, by Lemma 3.6, there is an L-hamiltonian
subgroup Y of finite index in X. Now apply Lemma 3.8: there is a
 .subgroup M of index at most 2 in L with C F M and Y F Z M for somen
 .n g N. Because XrY is finite we deduce that X F Z M for some k.k
Next, because CrX has finite rank it is divisible-by-finite, and we may
apply Lemma 3.2 to deduce that there is a subgroup N of finite index in M
w xsuch that C F N and C, N, N F X. Because NrC is abelian we see that
N is nilpotent and therefore abelian-by-finite, by Theorem 1. Thus L is
abelian-by-finite. Because K is the product of the normal abelian sub-
group D and the normal subgroup L, it follows that K is nilpotent-by-finite
and therefore so is G. The result now follows from Theorem 1.
Of course, the previous argument shows only that G is abelian-by- finite
.rank , as we invoked Lemma 3.1. Before completing the Proof of Theorem
3 we require one last auxiliary result.
LEMMA 3.9. Let G be a locally finite p-group with HrH of finite rank forG
all subgroups H and suppose that G has a normal abelian subgroup A with
  ..GrA di¨ isible. Let D be a di¨ isible subgroup of A. Then Dr D l Z G has2
finite rank.
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Proof. For p odd the same argument works as in Lemma 3.3. Now
suppose that p s 2. Following the Proof of Lemma 3.4, and with the same
notation, we obtain a G-invariant subgroup U of D with DrU of finite
rank and then a G-invariant divisible subgroup X of U with X of finite
w xrank and U, L F X for some subgroup L of finite index in G. Because
w xU, A s 1 and GrA is divisible we may assume that L s G. Again
 .because GrA is divisible and X has finite rank , it follows that X is
 .central in G and hence that U F Z G . The result follows.2
Conclusion of the Proof of Theorem 3. Changing our notation some-
what, we have so far that G has a normal abelian subgroup A with GrA
of finite rank and hence divisible-by-finite. In order to prove that G is
abelian-by-finite we may as well assume that GrA is divisible. Let D be
the divisible component of A and suppose first that D s 1; thus A is
 .  .reduced. Let a g Z G l A and let q : G ª Z G l A be given by2
w xgq s g, a for all g g G. Then q is a homomorphism and A F Ker q ;
 .but GrKer q is reduced, and it follows that Ker q s G, i.e., a g Z G .
 .  . Thus Z G l A s Z G l A and, because G is hypercentral by Proposi-2
.  .tion 1.1 , it follows that A F Z G and so G is nilpotent. In the general
  ..case, therefore, we have GrD nilpotent. But Dr D l Z G is of finite2
  ..rank, by Lemma 3.9, and it follows that Dr D l Z G is central in G2
 .and hence that D F Z G . Thus G is nilpotent, and the result follows3
from Theorem 1. This concludes the Proof of Theorem 3.
4. LOCALLY FINITE GROUPS
 .Let us say that a group G has property C r if HrH has rank at mostG
r for all H F G. By ``bounded'' we shall henceforth mean ``r-bounded.'' By
 .  .Proposition 2.4, a finite p-group with C r is abelian-by- bounded rank ,
and an immediate consequence is that this holds for finite nilpotent
groups. The next step in the Proof of Theorem 4 is as follows. We denote
 .the Fitting subgroup of a group H by F H .
 .  .LEMMA 4.1. Let G be a finite C r -group and suppose that GrF G is
 .abelian. Then G is abelian-by- bounded rank .
 .  .Proof. By the previous remark, F G is abelian-by- bounded rank . It
 .   .suffices to prove that GrF G has bounded rank using property C r
.once more . Let P be an arbitrary Sylow p-subgroup of G; then P has a
G-invariant abelian subgroup A with PrA of bounded rank, by Proposi-
 .  .  .tion 2.4 and another application of C r . Hence PF G rF G has bounded
 .  .  .  .rank. But PF G rF G is a Sylow p-subgroup of GrF G and GrF G is
 .abelian, and it follows that GrF G has bounded rank, as required.
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We are now able to deal with the soluble case.
 .LEMMA 4.2. Let G be a finite soluble C r -group. Then G is abelian-by-
 .bounded rank .
Proof. Let HrK be an arbitrary chief factor of G, so that HrK is of
< <prime exponent p and abelian. Choose D F H with K F D and H: D s p;
 .by C r DrK has rank at most r and so HrK has rank at most r q 1. If
C is the centralizer of HrK in G then GrC has r-bounded derived length
w x d.d, say, by a result of Zassenhaus 7, Theorem 3.23 . It follows that G
d.  . d.centralizes every chief factor of G and hence G F F G . If GrG is
 .  .abelian-by- bounded rank then so is GrF G , and it follows easily from
 .Lemma 4.1 that G is abelian-by- bounded rank . Thus we may assume that
Gd. s 1, i.e., that G has r-bounded derived length. Let A s Gdy1.; by
induction on d there is a normal abelian subgroup BrA of GrA with
 .GrB of d y 1, r -bounded rank and hence of r-bounded rank. Then B is
 .metabelian and hence abelian-by- bounded rank , by Lemma 4.1. The
result follows.
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let G be a finite group and suppose that HrH hasG
rank at most r for all subgroups H of G. Then G is abelian-by- bounded
.rank .
Proof. Let G be as stated and let K denote the soluble radical of G.
 .By Lemma 4.2 K is abelian-by- bounded rank and, as usual, the abelian
normal subgroup may be taken as G-invariant. Now GrK is semisimple,
that is, it has no nontrivial abelian normal subgroups. We shall show that
GrK has bounded rank, and for this we may set K s 1 and hence assume
that G is semisimple.
Let N be the socle of G; thus N is a direct product of nonabelian
simple groups J . Now, for each i, every maximal subgroup of J has ranki i
 .at most r by the C r -property, and it follows easily that J has rank ati
most r q 1. Also, there are at most r factors in the decomposition of N, as
may be seen by applying the Feit]Thompson theorem to obtain an abelian
2-subgroup K of N whose rank equals the number of factors; of course
K s 1. Now write N s N = ??? = N , where k F r and each N is aG 1 k i
direct product of all simple factors isomorphic to some given one S , say.i
For each i we have Aut N ( Aut S wr , where n is the number ofi i n ii
simple factors in N and  is the symmetric group of degree n . Note thati n ii k  .n F r for each i. Further, Aut N s Dr Aut N and, because C N s 1,i is1 i G
we may regard G as a subgroup of Aut N in a natural way. Let B denotei
the base group of Aut N and set B s B = ??? = B , H s G l B; thusi 1 k
HrN F BrN, a direct product of subgroups of type Out S and hencei
soluble, by the Schreier conjecture. Also, GrH embeds in  = ??? = n n1 k
and hence has bounded order, and it suffices to prove that HrN has
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bounded rank. By Lemma 4.2 it suffices to prove that abelian subgroups of
HrN have bounded rank and, in view of the structure of HrN, we may
assume for this purpose that N is simple and HrN is an abelian p-
subgroup of Out N. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of H; because P s 1H
  . .as C N s 1 we see that P has rank at most r. But H s NP and henceH
HrN has rank at most r and Proposition 4.3 is proved.
 .Proof of Theorem 4. Let G be a locally finite C r -group and let B
denote the Baer radical of G, and let HrB be an arbitrary finite subgroup
of GrB. Then, as in the Proof of Theorem 2, but using Proposition 4.3 in
place of Proposition 2.4, we see that HrB and hence GrB has r-bounded
 .rank. By Theorem 2 each p-component of B is abelian-by- bounded rank .
The result follows.
It remains to prove Theorem 5. First we deal with the locally nilpotent
 .case of part i .
LEMMA 4.4. Let G be a locally finite group with HrH of finite rank forG
 .all H F G. If G is locally nilpotent then it is abelian-by- finite rank .
Proof. Let p be the set of primes involved in G and write G s
Dr G . If p is finite then the result follows from Theorem 3. Also, ifpgp p
 .there is an integer r such that every G is a C r -group then Theorem 2p
applies. Suppose, then, that p is infinite and there exists no such r. Then,
for each i g N, we may choose a prime p and a subgroup H of G suchi p pi i
that H has rank at least i modulo its core. But then the direct product ofpi
the H has infinite rank modulo its core in G, a contradiction thatpi
establishes the result.
Before proceeding, let us recall a well-known fact about countable,
 .locally finite soluble groups. Let G be such a group, let N be a normal
subgroup of G with GrN a p-group for some set p of primes. Write G as
the ascending union of finite subgroups G , i s 1, 2, . . . , and then choosei
Hall p-subgroups H of G such that H F H F ??? . If H is the union ofi i 1 2
the H then HN s G and of course H is a p-group. We shall use this facti
 .in the proof of the following special case of Theorem 5 i .
LEMMA 4.5. Let G be a countable locally finite group and suppose that
HrH has finite rank for all H F G. Let K denote the Hirsch]Plotkin radicalG
of G and suppose that GrK is a direct product of cyclic subgroups. Then GrK
has finite rank.
Proof. Let p be a prime and let XrK be a p-subgroup of GrK. By the
preceding remark we have X s PK for some p-subgroup P and, by
 .Theorem 3 and the core property , P has a G-invariant abelian subgroup
Q with PrQ of finite rank. Because Q F K, we deduce that every primary
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component of GrK is finite. Now every subgroup containing K is normal
in G and so K is the Hirsch]Plotkin radical of every such subgroup.
Consequently, assuming the result false, we may suppose that if p and q
are distinct primes involved in GrK then the ranks of the p- and
q-components of GrK are different. Let p be the set of all such primes.
Clearly p is infinite and so we may write p as the disjoint union of infinite
 .subsets p , i s 1, 2, . . . . For each i, let B rK denote the unique maximali i
p -subgroup of GrK; then B s KH for some p -subgroup H . Writei i i i i
 .C s H ; because H rC has finite rank and because B rK has infinitei i G i i i
rank, we may choose a prime p in p such that the p -componenti i i
 .  .  .Ur C l K of C r C l K has rank at least i. Then U s P C l K fori i i i i i i
some p -subgroup P . Because each C is normal in G the subgroup Ji i i
generated by the P , i s 1, 2, . . . , is their direct product and is thereforei
locally nilpotent. By Lemma 4.4 there is a normal abelian subgroup A of J
such that JrA has finite rank, and of course we may assume that A is
normal in G. But then A F K and hence JKrK has finite rank, and so
there is an upper bound for the ranks of the KP rK, that is, of the KUrK,i i
 .and hence for the ranks of the Ur K l C . But this is a contradiction,i i
and the lemma is proved.
 .Proof of Theorem 5. i Let G be a locally finite group with HrH ofG
finite rank for all subgroups H, and let N be the Hirsch]Plotkin radical of
 .G. Then N is abelian-by- finite rank , by Lemma 4.4, and it suffices to
prove that GrN has finite rank. Assume first that G is countable and let
VrN be a direct product of cyclic subgroups of prime order. If M denotes
the Hirsch]Plotkin radical of V then N F M and VrM is a similar direct
product. By Lemma 4.5, VrM has finite rank. Applying Lemma 4.4 to the
 .group M and then using the core property for G , we deduce easily that
MrN has finite rank and hence that VrN has finite rank. It now follows
that every abelian subgroup of GrN has finite rank and thus, by a result
w xof Shunkov 9 , that GrN has finite rank, as required. In the general case,
let KrN be an arbitrary countable subgroup of GrN; thus K s HN for
some countable subgroup H. By the foregoing, there is an abelian normal
subgroup A of H with HrA of finite rank. By the core property we may
choose A to be normal in G, and we deduce that KrN has finite rank. It
w xfollows that GrN has finite rank. By a theorem of Shunkov 9 , a locally
 .finite group of finite rank is locally soluble -by-finite; hence G is also
 .  .locally soluble -by-finite. Part i is proved.
 .ii Now let A be a normal abelian subgroup of G such that GrA
has finite rank c, say. Let p be an arbitrary prime, let Q be the p9-radicalp
of A, and suppose that every subgroup of ArQ has rank at most s overp p
 .its core in GrQ . Let p s p A denote the set of primes involved in A,p
and suppose first that there is an upper bound s for the s . Then for anp
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arbitrary subgroup H of G, the quotient HrH l A has rank at most c
and, for each p g p , the p-component of A l H has rank at most s over
its core in G. Since A l H is the direct product of its p-components, it
follows easily that HrH has rank at most c q s. Now suppose that thereG
is no upper bound for the s . Then there are p-subgroups H of A forp p
.  .infinitely many p g p such that the ranks of the H r H are un-p p G
bounded and hence such that the direct product of the H has infinitep
rank over its core, a contradiction. By this argument we may assume that
A is a p-group for some prime p.
 .For each subgroup H of G, let a H denote the rank of HrH . Let UG
be a subgroup of A, and suppose that U is a direct product of cyclic
subgroups. Let W be the FC-centre of G, and put X s U l W; then XG
too is a direct product of cycles, and the argument of the proof of Lemma
3.6 shows that X is almost G-hamiltonian. Arguing as in the proof of
Corollary 3.7 we now deduce that U rX has finite rank and hence thatG
 .UrV has finite rank for some subgroup V such that a H s 0 for all
H F V.
Now let B be a basic subgroup of A; thus B is a direct product of
 k k .cycles, B is pure in A i.e. A l B s B for all k g N and ArB is
 w x.divisible see 3, Chapter 6 . Assuming the result of the theorem false and
letting U s B in the above argument, we deduce easily that ArB has
infinite rank. Let F be a finite subgroup of A such that F g B; then1 1
there exist subgroups C , A of A with F F C , B s C l A , C rB of1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 .finite rank, and A s A C . If a F F s for all finite subgroups F of A ,1 1 1
 .where s is some fixed positive integer, than a H F s for all subgroups H
 .of A since FH rH has rank at most s for all finite subgroups F of H1 G G
and, since ArA and GrA have finite rank, we obtain the contradiction1
 .that a H is bounded for all H F G. Thus we may choose a finite
 .  .subgroup F of A with a F ) a F . Continuing in the obvious man-2 1 2 1
ner, we obtain finite subgroups F , F , . . . of A that generate their direct1 2
 .  . product modulo B and satisfy a F - a F for all i. Let K s F N i si iq1 i
:1, 2, . . . . Then B is pure in KB and KBrB is a direct product of cycles.
w xBy a result of Kulikov 3, Theorem 28.2 , B is a direct factor of KB. Thus
KB is a direct product of cycles and, by our previous argument, contains a
 .subgroup C such that KBrC has finite rank t, say, and a H s 0 for all
 .  .H F C. But then a F F t for all finite subgroups F of K, in contradic-
tion to our choice of the F . The result follows, and the proof of Theoremi
5 is complete.
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